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Throughout history, Venus has stood as the great archetype of love, beauty, 

enticement, seduction, sexuality, eroticism, fertility, desire and prosperity.  As the 

goddess of love, she was seen as having blessed the unions of mortals by taming and 

assimilating the male essence and blending it with the female.  As a fertility symbol, 

she was revered as the mother of the Roman people.  As a “changer of hearts,” she 

was seen as a transformative force that encouraged her followers to cherish their 

sexuality and celebrate it in the context of love, marriage and family.  In yet another 

incarnation, she was seen as the motivator of women on behalf of the military and 

the state.  In all of her aspirations and intents, she is still perceived today as the 

embodiment of all things feminine and the complementary opposite of her male 

cognate, Mars.  Venus, whether in a contemporary or classical incarnation, represents 

the female way of being, seeing and creating.

This issue of PoetsArtists and the accompanying exhibition at the Zhou B Art 

Center in Chicago sought the work of artists and writers, regardless of gender, in 

the depiction of the eternal feminine, both as a subject (Venus’s Visions) and as an 

object (Visions of Venus).  Whether the idea is drawn from classical mythology, like 

Venus, or the ether of cyberspace, all artists are asked to present their best depiction 

based on this timeless construct.   

ABOUT THE CURATOR

Dr. Elaine Melotti Schmidt is the co-curator of The Bennett Collection, a collection 

of contemporary figurative realist paintings of women that she co-created with her 

collaborator and spouse, Steven Alan Bennett.  She is a student of classical mythology 

and well-known presence among collectors of figurative realist paintings.
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DEBRA BALCHEN

SCULPTURE

MOONLIGHT | FIRE EARTH HAND PAINTED | 12X13X15 | 2017



VTina Spratt - Sleeping Venus
Tina Spratt is an English figurative artist, based in 

the UK, who specializes in painting the female figure. 

Focused on capturing the authenticity of her subject 

matter, her seminude figures are habitually placed in 

private surroundings that exude subtle romanticism, 

unassuming intimacy, and a sense of ambiguity. Spratt 

aims to depict the superficial qualities of textures—such 

as skin, hair, and fabric—as well as the deeper underlying 

structures of her subject matter.  

Spratt works in both oils and pastels using traditional 

methods of realism, always starting with a loose 

underpainting which is the foundation for subsequent 

layers of more precise color and values, finally adding fine 

details and glazes to complete the painting. 

Spratt’s delightful piece, simply entitled Sleeping Venus, 

shows a sleeping figure, the embodiment of graceful, serene 

femininity in which she masterfully captures the beauty, 

honesty, and integrity of a fleeting moment. There’s a 

strong sense of vulnerability that gracefully juxtaposes the 

youthful strength of the slumbering woman, echoed in 

her unperturbed pose as well as the striking color palette. 

SLEEPING VENUS | OIL ON CANVAS | 34X28 | 2018 

PAINTING



PAINTING

A PLACE BETWEEN | OIL ON PANEL | 48X36 | 2018 

V
Aleah Chapin - A Place Between

Aleah Chapin is a figurative painter living and working in the Pacific 

Northwest, best known for her remarkable paintings of nudes that capture a 

splendid balance between the strength and fragility of the human psyche. 

Chapin’s work, while described as Hyperrealism, still retains the pictorial 

expression of paint and embraces its imperfections as an important element of 

the narrative. While she doesn’t allow the constraints of realism to hamper a sense 

of fluidity and freedom, Chapin’s paintings are incredibly rich and show great 

technical skill. 

Created especially for the Visions of Venus exhibition, Chapin’s painting 

entitled A Place Between portrays her childhood friend shortly after giving 

birth. Seeking to bring the archetype of Venus into a more mundane realm, she 

allegorically represents Venus as a fertility symbol without overt glorification 

nor thespianism, focusing instead on the physical exertion and exhaustion of 

motherhood. A Place Between delicately captures the transcendent quality of 

someone offering their body in the creation of another human being. 



CARMEN CHAMI

PAINTING

ASHWINI WAIKOS | OIL ON CANVAS | 62X38 | 2017

DANIELA KOVACIC

PAINTING

FEMALE DESIGN | OIL ON CANVAS | 60X36 | 2017



CARRIE PEARCE

PAINTING

DREAMGIRL | OIL ON PANEL | 40X30 | 2018 
V

Carrie Pearce - Dreamgirl
Carrie Pearce is an imaginary realist based in Peoria, Illinois, 

who describes herself as the “Story Painter of Half-truths.” By 

means of improvisation and embellishment, Pearce seeks to 

create imagery that is fanciful and quirky in order to convey 

a narrative, which she believes both living things as well as 

inanimate matter carry like a ghost. Casting aside political 

correctness, Pearce seeks to entertain the viewer by suggesting 

real or imaginary events.  Her subject matter covers figures, 

wildlife, and still lifes. 

Pearce often bases her work on antique photographs from the 

1900s, starting with a grisaille or brunaille underpainting. She 

allows herself to be guided by intuitive streams of consciousness 

that help her to modulate the paint process through addition 

and subtraction. 

Inspired by the celebrated American cartoonist, illustrator, 

artist, and writer Rose Cecil O’Neill (1874 –1944), Pearce’s 

whimsical painting, entitled Dreamgirl, correlates Venus as 

the mother of Cupid with O’Neill as the mother of the world-

famous Kewpie Doll. Enigmatic and captivating, Dreamgirl 

represents the fantasy and imagination of perfection, as well as 

a girl’s hopes and desires. While Pearce believes everyone would 

want to be a Venus, she knows the definition is highly personal 

for each of us. To Pearce, O’Neill is a true hero for what she 

accomplished for women in the arts. 



V PERSEVERANCE | CERAMIC | 28X15X9 | 2017 

Kirsten Stingle - Perseverance
Kirsten Stingle is an American figurative narrative sculptor based in Atlanta, Georgia, who 

works in ceramics and mixed media. She creates whimsical busts and full figures that are 

either supported by a plinth or meant for hanging on a wall. Her idiosyncratic ceramics 

reveal alluring narratives which aim to cut through social isolation by presenting common 

threads of our human experience. Opulently textured surfaces suggest hidden depths and the 

incorporated relics are reminders of the inescapable pull of history and experience.  

Stingle builds her porcelain stoneware figures by hand without the use of molds, using a 

straight pin to modulate fine detail. Each sculpture is finished using multiple layers of 

underglazes, stains, and slips, as well as mark making to achieve a depth of color. After a piece 

is fired, she adds unexpected mixed media components, which include welding, carpentry, 

sewing, felting, encaustic, and fabrics.  

Stingle’s powerfully expressive bust, entitled Perseverance, is a contemporary manifestation 

of Venus as a symbol of love and femininity—a protector, warrior, and heroine that brings 

people together and champions the importance of interconnectedness. The scissors symbolize 

personal battles while the architectural elements represent societal attempts to restrain 

fellowship. Describing Perseverance, Stingle states, “Her existence is not a passive one but 

rather requires advocacy against the constant restraints and limitations that attempt to shackle 

greater communion with others. While each struggle leaves a mark, it becomes Venus’ armor, 

a symbol of the ageless perseverance for equality and harmony.”

SCULPTURE



VCHRISTOPHER CART

PAINTING

FRAGMENT OF VENUS DREAMS | OIL ON CANVAS | 41X20 | 2018 

DAGGI WALLACE

DRAWING

GODDESS | PASTEL | 18X24 | 2018

Daggi Wallace - Goddess
Daggi Wallace is a German contemporary realist artist now based 

near Los Angeles, California. Her portraits and figure paintings are 

based on multilayered narratives that examine the universal human 

condition as well as interpersonal connections, especially focusing 

on sociopolitical topics related to women and children.

Working primarily in pastels and charcoal, Wallace frequently adds 

other mediums and materials—such as ink, watercolor, metal leaf, 

acrylic, collage, wire, yarn, and rocks—to create unconventional 

looks and innovative surfaces. She states, “I love the direct application 

of pastel, the pure pigments and versatility of this medium, getting 

my hands dirty, nothing between me and the painting. It’s the 

perfect bridge between drawing and painting.”

Wallace’s piece, entitled Goddess, was inspired by a spontaneous 

outburst of emotion by her model, capturing her sheer joy and a 

sense of elated freedom, personifying independence and strength as 

an avantgarde black Venus. By portraying a black woman as Venus, 

Wallace also pays homage to Saartje Baartman, a Khoikhoi native 

to southwestern Africa, who was exhibited in freak shows in 19th 

century Europe as the “Hottentot Venus.” 



 Mike Brewer - 
Venus Visits 
The Homestead Resort
Mike Brewer is an American artist, based in Virginia, whose subject 

matter covers portraiture, figure paintings, and landscapes. His process 

is distinctly based on classical oil painting methods through which he 

achieves elegantly balanced compositions where the subject matter is 

often prominently centered. Brewer states, “There is enough ugliness in 

the world. Paintings should be about beauty.”

Brewer’s paintings display sophisticated color palettes in which subtle, 

often muted colors are regularly paired with strong, vivid hues. 

Thoughtful brushstrokes create visually engaging content, merging 

edges, shapes, and background together in graceful harmony. 

Brewer’s eye-catching painting, entitled Venus Visits the Homestead 

Resort, shows a young woman posing as Venus at the indoor pool of 

the Omni Homestead Resort, capturing a combination of the artist’s 

two favorite subjects; the natural beauty of the female nude and the 

beauty of man-made environments. The sinuous nude represents 

Venus as the epitome of grace, mystery, and splendor. The desire to 

touch and possess this perfect woman will inevitably remain unfulfilled 

as Venus is an illusion, only to be admired from afar. Likewise, the 

man-made beauty in classical architecture found in public spaces can 

be appreciated but never possessed. 

VENUS VISITS THE HOMESTEAD RESORT | OIL ON LINEN | 40X44 

PAINTING



PAINTING

LET THERE BE LIGHT | OIL AND ACRYLIC TRANSFER |36X24 | 2018

V
Richard Price - Let There Be Light

Richard Price is an artist and teacher based in New York’s 

Hudson Valley, who combines painting and collage to create 

striking visuals resonating with symbolic meaning. In his work, 

Price examines the aesthetics of uniting pieces of disparate imagery 

to obtain a balanced and noteworthy union that conveys amalgams 

of narratives, poems, memories, and desires. 

Price describes his work as a continuous duel or dance between 

what is on top, what is beneath, what meaning is intended and what 

is unexpected. Once the groundwork is positioned, his paintings 

become an adventure towards an unpremeditated result. Found, 

borrowed, or imagined images uphold the focal subject matter—

usually faces and figures—which infuse the textured background 

with iconographic melodrama. 

Price’s piece, simply entitled Let There Be Light, is a portrait of 

fellow artist, mentor, and friend Rebecca Leveille Guay as the 

Goddess of Fertility. Price pays symbolic homage to Leveille Guay 

in gratitude for her influence and encouragement regarding the 

rebirth of his painting, philosophy, and teaching. He states, “Like 

a nebula, the birthplace of stars, Rebecca is fertilizing the art world 

with creators whose art and passions are shining brilliantly due to 

her unique vision and heart.”



V
Wesley Wofford - Rousing

SCULPTURE

ROUSING  | BONDED BRONZE | 28X11X10 

Wesley Wofford is an American sculptor based in Cashiers, in the National 

Forest of North Carolina, whose three-dimensional figures are conceived by 

ideas centering on emotional content. Wofford is widely recognized for his 

classically inspired sculptures as well as more abstracted figurative pieces which 

include portraits, figurative nudes, animals, and maquette studies—a sculptor’s 

small preliminary model. His work has won both an Emmy and an Academy 

Award. 

Wofford uses models and anatomy to inform his sculpture, yet doesn’t consider 

his methods purely academic.  Preliminary work often includes making an 

informal clay model, subsequently the sculpture is created also using clay, after 

which a mold is made in order to cast the sculpture in bronze. In regards to his 

more classically inspired pieces, Wofford explains, “I translate the experience 

of what it is to be a human animal in a secular society, exploring themes that 

are basic and primal as well as emotionally complex.” Through his sculptures, 

he aims to convey deeper emotional content and reveal specific feelings and 

sentiments.

Wofford’s gorgeous bronze nude, entitled Rousing, is about the reawakening 

of feminine power, representing sensuality as an inherent part of female 

strength. He states, “Historically women were prominent in early societies but 

for thousands of years misogynistic principles have shaped the world.  After 

centuries of repression, women are finally rising to their rightful place in society 

as equals once again.” 



REGINA JACOBSON

PAINTING

HOLLYWOOD AND DIVINE | OIL ON CANVAS | 84X56 | 2017

Milk & Honey
She walks down the hill to Don Fruta
Don Fruta is a fruit man with very good olives
swimming in various juices
Don Fruta says many things in Spanish
such as: hola, buenos dias, & hasta luego
he smiles & loads her cloth bag with many fruits
& also olives & also some small tins of beer
she sits on the bench & sips beer with lemon
I have to wet my whistle she thinks
suddenly everyone is sitting on benches
everyone is wetting their whistles
Latin American music is boomboxing from the windows
it is happy music it is hip music
it makes you want to do something with your hips
she imagines sashaying her hips
she sashays her hips up the hills of La Elipa
up ahead there is a large group
of middle aged Peruvian women
they are wearing short shorts
suddenly there is a laugh & also a scream
the laugh & scream come at the same time
it is another kind of ha ha
it is a laugh to chase away fear
suddenly she sees it
it’s a rat a giant rat
more like a small cat
it runs very fast
you could easily bump into it
the rat stares right at her
then it runs past her
it does not stop to look back
the Peruvian women keep laughing
she goes home & sips more lemon beer
she wets her whistle & sinks into her musty red sofa
a rat comes to visit with a top hat
it takes off its top hat & goes to her fridge
it crawls inside & she hears a munching & then more munching
the rat is eating her food
she uncurls from the red musty sofa & stretches

MARCUS SLEASE

POETRY



JAN ANDERS NELSON

DIGITAL

#NASTY | DIGITAL | 18X24 | 2017 

V
Jan Anders Nelson - #Nasty

Jan Anders Nelson is a classically trained artist working in a variety 

of mediums and subjects, based in the Northwestern United States. 

Describing his artwork as hyperrealism, photorealism, or precisionism, this 

multidisciplinary artist captures the narratives and realities of the people 

and places in his life. 

Using his camera as a sketchbook, Nelson often relies on multiple 

photographs to help answer queries that arise in the studio.  While his 

paintings and drawings are usually created using more traditional methods, 

his digital photography is oftentimes manipulated by photoshop and 

embellished by hand. 

Nelson’s powerful piece, entitled #Nasty, is a portrait of his sister whom 

he describes as a “professional actress and powerful woman.” Starting with 

a digital photo printed on an aluminum composite panel with latex inks, 

Nelson then manually added surface texture using acrylic paint, color 

pencil, and varnishes. The composition and complementary color palette 

was inspired by a dialogue about the current sociopolitical landscape and 

patriarchy. Purposely exuding determination and willfulness in her posture 

and facial expression, Nelson not only captures his sister’s feminine strength 

but also challenges the stereotypical image of the tough guy.



V THE ANADYOMENE | OIL ON PANEL | 35X25 | 2018 

PAINTING

Jason E. McPhillips is a multidiscipline artist based in Chicago, whose initial interest 

in filmmaking led him to painting and sculpting a variety of subject matter while 

honoring the venerated methods of the Renaissance. Focused on artistic anatomy, nature, 

and inspired by the Symbolist art movement, McPhillips creates enigmatic imagery based 

on the convergence of myth, perception, and scientific theory.

 

McPhillips seeks to capture intense luminosity in his oil paintings by exploiting the light-

gathering effects of his medium. His compositions are firmly grounded in the timeless 

theories of perspective, in which placement, space, and balance are key to achieve his 

ultimate goal, which he describes as, “creating a vessel for beauty and light to reside in.” 

Especially created for Visions of Venus, McPhillips’ painting, entitled The Anadyomene 

(The Rising), was inspired by Aphrodite rising from the sea foam as described by Greek 

mythology. In this piece he explores the unfathomable biology of life on earth, imagining 

a primordial time before life existed, when there was only the great matrix, the waters 

of the earth, the mother and the source. Representing water as a metaphor for the 

subconscious and the sun as pure energy, McPhillips portrays Anadyomene as the source 

of life itself in all of her breathtaking power and radiance. 

Jason E. McPhillips - The Anadyomene 
(The Rising)



ERIN ANDERSON

PAINTING

THE TWINS | OIL ON COPPER | 24X12 | 2017



DAIRE LYNCH 

PAINTING

IN DARKESS | OIL ON PANEL | 15X13 | 2017

NIN ANDREWS

POETRY

Her Secret
Every Venus knows she has a secret—a secret she must never tell.  She can’t.  She can’t even tell her therapist or closest friends.   Not 

even when she grows older, not even when her breasts grow large and soft as ripe melons, or when she fears she is being taken over by 

aliens. Do other Venuses feel this way, she wonders. Maybe I am just a little stressed,  she reasons. Even as a girl she knew how to hide 

her feelings.  To hold back that part of herself she most wanted to give away—and to develop the art of not telling.  The gift of not 

giving.  That is why she is a true Venus. Even if you chopped off her arms, her legs, her beautiful hair, she still won’t say a word about 

it. No story-teller worth her salt will tell. Instead she will make up another story. 

HER SECRET | OIL ON PANEL | 36X36  | 2017

LESLEY THIEL

PAINTING



O’NEIL SCOTT

PAINTING

FAVORS THE BOLD | OIL AND SILVERLEAF ON ALUMINUM | 48X36 | 2018 

ELLIOTT STOKES

PAINTING

VENUS IN FURS | INKJET PRINT, LATEX, ENAMEL ON PANEL | 40X30 | 2017



I’ve come down from time to let you know
That summer was a great experiment 
Before the approaching dryness of autumn

The children have taken off their boots
Their glasses are empty
We heard the distant sounds of their leaving
What we feared most, the rain
The blue sky taken by it 
The idle Hill where
Nothing is living on its earth 

Once all their hands were sticky with blueberries
This taken from us and then
As if made of air, he, my husband
Too – changed from words to light

Once a man and a woman together
Remember me for that

Our lives happened there
In no special place
No special house
But the street turned blue
At midnight everywhere we went
And we owned what little
There was like a wing moving
But still ours

Just as if intended
Everything changed
The land grew red as clay
And the strong clear focus
Of the sun left its yellow singing

Do you understand that there was much to thank
Everything was common and true
Even the dish and the stairs
As if nothing existed before

Beauty wanted us and
Sometimes we failed
But there was at least
The window
The clouds – we’d say
Look at that sunflower
How full, how tall

My right hand across the table
Holding his left
Every square on the cloth
A flower

GRACE CAVALIERI

POETRY

SUZANNE ANAN

PAINTING

MONSIEUR VENUS | OIL ON CANVAS | 60X40 | 2018



JAMES DANIEL

PAINTING

ABOVE AND BELOW | OIL ON PANEL | 24X20 | 2017 

LINDA TRACEY BRANDON

PAINTING

MYTH AND REALITY | OIL ON PANEL | 14x8 | 2018 



Dawning
after “The Silken Tent” by Robert Frost

She was as must have seemed first sun to eyes
accustomed nightly to the cryptic dark,
when hand instinctively might move to rise
as shield against some neolithic spark—
red splendor glowing in such heated guise
to make you ache, withdraw, or dare embark
beyond the narrow confines of the cave,
the safety of its walls, protective culture;
creep out slowly, step by timid step, brave
the lion, raptor, or taboo’s vulture;
and so fix fire at the edenic core     
of whatever forces tempt us to explore, 
with no un-tasting of once savored fruit  
nor likely abandonment of its pursuit.

JANET JOYNER

POETRY

ALESSANDRO TOMASSETTI 

POLAROID

GENETRIX | GICLEE PRINT OF RECLAIMED POLAROID | 20X16 | 2017 VENUS IGNITED | OIL ON BOARD | 10X10 | 2018 

HANNAH MOGHBEL

PAINTING



V
PAINTING

VENUS DEMON | OIL ON CANVAS | 24X35 | 2017 

Anna Wypych - Venus/Demon
Anna Wypych is a figure painter based in Gdynia, Poland, who relies on traditional oil 
painting methods to achieve a smooth yet painterly realism that also embraces hyperrealistic, 
surrealist, and expressionist elements. Through her work, Wypych examines life and the 
universal human condition, basing compositions on her philosophical thoughts as well as her 
emotions which she often accompanies by poetry. 

Wypych’s paintings are usually composed of contrasting areas, in which the main subject matter 
is based on traditional methods of building up layers while other areas are less defined and 
refreshingly unembellished. 

The narrative behind this striking painting, entitled Venus/Demon, expresses Wypych’s thoughts 
on the difficulties of being female and expresses the artist’s concerns regarding the pervasive 
and all-encompassing inequalities and injustices within patriarchal society. She states, “Being a 
woman is not always a good thing, but it doesn’t matter, because girls are stronger…”

NIN ANDREWS

POETRY

Nothing
One night Venus falls in love with nothing.  She feels sad about this, but then again, love is nothing, she reasons.  So how can she not love 
nothing?  Especially when it loves her back.  When it opens around her in the night, asking nothing, offering nothing, expecting nothing.  
Not even a name. 



The Best Kiss

In her youth, when Venus was just a mere slip of a thing,  she practiced 

kissing the boy down the street.  His name was Stuart Peaberry.  He 

lived alone with his mother who worked long hours as a secretary 

at Household Financial Services and was never home, which meant 

Stuart was always available for kissing.  Venus liked to kiss Stuart 

with parted lips then closed lips, with a wild tongue, and then a slack 

tongue.  Which is best? she wanted to know.  He’d say he didn’t like 

kissing. He’d say he wasn’t sure and she would try kissing again.  And 

again.  Stuart didn’t care about the best kiss.   He didn’t even know 

that such a thing exists. He didn’t know she was Venus either. It was 

not until she moved away that he dreamt of her lips opening and 

opening. Sometimes he drowned inside them and woke up alone, 

ashamed, and soaked to the bone. 

NIN ANDREWS

POETRY

ALEXANDRA MANUKYAN

PAINTING

GAEA’S FIRST MOVEMENT | OIL ON LINEN | 50X30 | 2017 



DRAWING

COMBATTENTE | CHARCOAL ON PAPER | 19x15 (framed) | 2018 

V
Tyler Streeter - Combattente

Tyler Streeter is an American figure and portrait artist based in 
San Francisco, California, using oils and charcoal to capture human 
emotions. As to the reason why Streeter frequently portrays boxers, he 
states, “The image of a fighter is a perfect visual metaphor for many of 
the things that all people experience in life... hardship, struggle, pain, 
joy, triumph, tragedy, and redemption.”

Streeter’s admirable artwork is based on classical methods and accurate 
drawing, but he avoids excessive rendering preferring to leave clearly 
visible marks and painterly brushstrokes as integral elements of the 
finished look. 

Streeter’s elegant portrait of a female boxer, entitled Combattente, is 
an icon of strength, inspired by the important women in his life—he 
was raised by a single mother and had two aunts and a grandmother 
he was very close to, and now has a wife and two young daughters 
sharing his life. Through them, Streeter has witnessed the amazing 
strength and perseverance women have. By including gloves and other 
boxing paraphernalia in his portraits, he seeks to convey the metaphor 
that life is something we all must fight through. The striking 
chiaroscuro of Combattente underlines its symbolism and visual sense 
of dynamism perfectly. 



V
PAINTING

THE CREATOR WITH YOUNG ERZULIE | OIL ON LINEN | 44X38 | 2018

Kyrin Hobson - 
The Creator with 

Young Erzulie
Kyrin Hobson is an American visual artist, independent 
arts professional, writer, and curator based in Chicago, 
Illinois, whose creative voice and body of work serve 
to explore and document highly personal visions of 
a collective past made new. Hobson paints the figure 
through a lens of cultural memory that reflects syncretic 
beliefs and personal history, and is firmly based on the 
philosophies, myths, and folk traditions of New Orleans, 
Haiti, and the African Diaspora, emphasizing respect 
for the human condition and advocating for better 
understanding and empathy. 

Hobson, a self-taught painter, likens her creative methods 
to the technique of ‘sampling’ encountered in Black 
music, especially hip-hop, in that she uses a mash-up of 
borrowed language and strategies to create something 
uniquely her own. She describes her technical approach 
as involving discovery, truth, and delightful errors.

Hobson’s moving painting, entitled The Creator with 
Young Erzulie, aims to include a Black voice to the 
conversation around the archetypal Venus of Western 
mythology. Based on the premise of female deities—and 
loosely based on Haitian Lwa of the Vodou religion—
Hobson portrays Yemaya the Creator, the giver of life 
and ruler of oceans, with Erzulie, the Vodou deity of love 
and passion who manifests as both erotic force and fierce 
warrior. Their deep connection is symbolized by the red 
cloth—the color of life in the Yoruba belief system. In 
regards to painting strong women of African descent 
gazing directly at the viewer, Hobson states, “The 
decision to paint two female figures as equals in solidarity 
is my way of calling for unity among people—especially 
Black women—who look different from one another and 
are at different life stages.”



The Truth According To Venus

A lot of men could care less about questions of love.  They don’t concern themselves with poetry or art or magic, or so Venus has 

learned.  And they don’t admire beauty. Instead they despise it just as they despised her, even as a girl for her long, long legs and 

silky hair, for her soft breasts and buttocks—and for how they wanted her. They wanted her the way a tiger wants an antelope and 

dreams of tearing its velvety skin, sinking their teeth in and in and in. She felt the danger of men, the wanting of men even as a 

small child. It was the way the boys rubbed up against her in study hall or pulled her braids in science class or stole her Wise Owl 

potato chips in the cafeteria. Sometimes they pinched her new breasts or lifted her skirts in hallways, showing off her flowered 

panties. Then there was that day in high school, a Thursday in October, when the football star, Joseph Zajack, followed her into 

the bathroom and locked the door before ripping off her blouse, her skirt, her underwear Slut, he called her before spitting on her 

face. Of course no one believed her when she told this story. Joe was the star of the high school, the town, the state, and later, The 

Dallas Cowboys. Who was she to stand in his way?  
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Doug Webb - Break Every Chain
Doug Webb is an American Hyperrealist painter based in Calabasas, 

California, who at heart considers himself a classical romantic 

surrealist. Webb is internationally known for his paintings depicting 

unexpected oversized  objects within land and cityscapes. Always 

infused with meaningful symbolic metaphors, his subject matter is 

a hybrid of Magritte-like surrealism and well-defined hyperrealism 

always skillfully expressed in minute detail. 

Webb works in acrylics on Belgian linen, using traditional slow 

methods—such as glazing—to build up vivid colors and luminosity 

without subjugating the myriad of exquisite visual details within his 

compositions. With the use of composite imagery and shifts of scale 

between everyday scenes, situations, and common objects, Webb 

weaves a tapestry blending threads of satire, irony, conflict, and hope.

Webb’s painting, entitled Break Every Chain, was inspired by the 

Women’s  March held in January of last year. In this painting, his 

wife Robyn personifies Venus as a champion and defender of human 

rights. Standing in front of the United States Capitol in Washington, 

D.C., this contemporary Venus—clad in a workman shirt and 

proudly wearing a pussy hat—angrily tugs at the shackles that restrain 

her, personifying the struggle for respect and equal rights all women, 

everywhere, face. The bright sunshine and intense blue skies suggest 

crisp fresh air and seem to beckon a new era of positive changes. 
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VENUS CONTEMPLATING HER ADOLESCENCE | OIL ON CANVAS | 40X30 | 2017 

Kelly Birkenruth -Venus contemplating 
Her Adolescence

Kelly Birkenruth is an American contemporary realist artist based in the Northeast of the United States, who 

paints figures, portraits, and still lifes using classical painting techniques in the tradition of the Old Masters. Her 

paintings, which transcend mere representation in order to capture the true essence of her subject matter, distinctly 

show her masterful handling of light which gives her work an ethereal quality that pulls the viewer in. 

Birkenruth’s process starts with a compositional sketch which is then transferred onto the support. Initial washes 

establish values, which are then modulated by a combination of direct painting and glazing. Aiming to create 

paintings with a timeless quality, Birkenruth places emphasis on rendering the subject while respecting the principles 

of drawing, edges, value, and color.

Birkenruth’s tender painting, entitled Venus Contemplating Her Adolescence, shows a girl on the cusp of womanhood 

gazing at herself in the mirror. Her body language exudes the strength and determination needed to leave her 

childhood behind as she embarks on the next chapter in her life. Familiar childhood treasures symbolize the comfort 

and security she will need in order to be able to commence this journey through unchartered waters. Beautiful 

chiaroscuros draw shadows across the girl’s wistful gaze, suggesting she knows she is facing many future unknowns.
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The Depressed Venus
The year before Venus is diagnosed as a manic depressive, she becomes convinced she will never love again. That winter will never 
end. For months, she believes it is snowing inside her cold, pale skin. She can feel the snow piling up in her feet and hands. If 
anyone asks how she is, she shivers or says Fuck you. And fuck you, too, she says to anyone who doesn’t ask.  Her therapist says she 
has turrets syndrome. She has bipolar disease.  She has a borderline personality.  A lot of Venuses are depressives, he says, as if great 
beauty must invite great pain. The therapist suggests Valium, Prozac, Klonopin. He suggests bed rest, yoga and  meditation. And 
when that doesn’t work, he prescribes shock treatments to delete her sad memories, delusions, and dreams.  One evening Venus 
comes home smiling again.  Now, if anyone asks what her problem was, she has no clue.  She doesn’t even remember she’s Venus or 
says fuck you.  The last time she went for a treatment, she saw God in a flash of light.  You saw God? people ask. Yes, she says.  But 
she adds that He didn’t last.
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Undeserving Goddess

They auction off a horse

in the middle of Swan Lake.

Ballet shoes are trod upon.

Tutu’s knocked lopsided.

A long ago dead lover

appears, tells me the stars 

in my eyes are like the ones

he floats through nightly now, 

begs to know if I still love him, 

but confused

by the neighing horse

and fleeing ballerinas 

I remain mute until

he slips away, too, leaving me

to wake alone and wonder

if he came back to tell  me 

had we tried harder back then 

our dance might have lasted longer.
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V
Donna Bates - Goddess of the Now

Donna Bates is an American artist based in Los Angeles, California, 

whose background in music, commercial illustration, and 3D 

animation naturally evolved into her urban, edgy realistic paintings of 

strong independent female figures she describes as “Bad Ass Chicks.” 

Bates, a self-taught painter, uses photography and computer 

software to refine and enhance the compositions she sets up with her 

models, who frequently become part of the creative process through 

spontaneous collaboration that often leads to what Bates calls “happy 

accidents.” During the painting process, Bates continuously focuses 

on improving the visual impact of the narrative by experimenting, 

paying particular attention to color arrangements and material 

structures. 

Bates’ flamboyant painting, entitled Goddess of the Now, features a 

curvaceous nude captured in striking blues, violets, and purples. 

Wearing an elegant headdress, chic sunglasses, and red gloves she 

stands in front of a bright brick wall embellished with graffiti. Bates 

intentionally portrays a woman of color as The Goddess in order to 

break the outdated concept of this mythical creature as traditionally 

being white, stating, “After all, this is the 21st century. I feel it is 

time to mix it up a bit and pay homage to all our Goddesses!” Bates 

masterfully captures a hip, stylish, glamorous Goddess who obviously 

enjoys being the Bad-Ass Queen of Love and Desire. 
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VGraham Bruce Richards - 
Visions of Venus

Graham Bruce-Richards is a British artist based on the inner Hebridean Isle of Mull, 

Scotland, whose subject matter ranges from animals and landscapes to narrative portraits. 

Highly inspired by the rugged and untamed natural beauty of his adopted environment, 

Bruce-Richards sets his figures within these unique windswept landscapes in order to invite 

viewers to contemplate their relationship with the natural world.

Bruce-Richards works in acrylics using a limited color palette, often with the addition 

of gold, silver, or copper leaf for added dimension. His landscapes—whether as main 

subject matter or backdrops to his figures—capture a unique, almost surreal sense of place 

that conveys freedom and an escape from modern urban life. In his highly recognizable 

style, Bruce-Richards masterly captures the movement of the natural world, the drama of 

climatic conditions, and the passage of time. 

Bruce-Richards’ narrative portrait, entitled Visions of Venus, examines childhood 

relationships with nature. He states, “Through play and exploration, we initially learn 

to fear the savagery of nature and from this, ways in which to dominate it.” He worries 

about the impact of computer generated entertainment and the lack of outdoor play on 

children today, and how this will affect their future relationship to the natural world. 

Bruce-Richards’ spellbinding Visions of Venus captures the intriguing characteristics of a 

fledgling Venus catching dragon flies with the delightful determination of a child who’s at 

liberty to roam the countryside.

PAINTING



Venus and the Critic
Every Venus has a critic she can never see and can never answer, but she hears his voice. She hears him at the most inopportune moments.  He 
never stops asking her questions.  (Are you sure you want to wear this? Say that? Lick that?)  Whenever she hears him, she goes cold.  She stops 
in mid-thought.  Of course the critic is only an imaginary part of Venus, or so her therapist says.  (Alas, every Venus needs a therapist.  It’s a 
sad fact of the modern age.)  Don’t give him your power, the therapist says.  Instead give him a name, a small ordinary name like Tim or Tom.

But Tom is a part of Venus who has been watching Venus for centuries, evaluating Venus, reducing Venus, taking away her arms, her head, her 
legs, her vagina, her soul. He is the part of Venus that is not Venus but who is always there, ruining her days with his running commentary 
and second thoughts.  Venus wonders if every Venus must have a Tom lurking around her.  If there are ways to escape.  Or if He was there in 
the beginning and will be there in the end of time and long after she is gone—a time when not even her torso remains.

NIN ANDREWS
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The Peeping Tom
Sometimes Venus has fantasies.  She wonders.  What if there is someone watching, listening, and waiting, just for her? She closes the 
Venetian blinds at night.  But even when she turns off the light, she feels eyes tracing her skin.  The little hairs on the back of her hands 
and neck stick up, and her nipples stand erect.  Does he like how she looks?  Can he see the wrinkles deepening around her lips and eyes?  
(She hates herself for asking these questions, and for caring.) She isn’t sure of the answers.  But she knows he is coming closer and closer.  
When at last he finds her, she won’t be able to escape.  Like a pinned butterfly she will flap her wings desperately.  A little cry will escape 
her lips, but it will be too late.   Maybe it already is. 
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The Dust of Venus
Another hot April morning.

Her large, brown eyes melt

down a hillside, slant down a slope

onto a dirt road toward Punjab.

This Venus has no cell phone,

only ropy, swollen hands to beg.

Her voice aches of coughs and groans,

obscuring a Sanskrit phrase she learned

as a child, Mother and Motherland 

are like heaven.

Her one dream is to be on a train again

to Pondicherry and Mahe beach

to fill her dusty lungs with ocean.

Maybe beneath that ocean is the universe.

Maybe she’ll float backwards on ceremonies

of waves and sink like heaven into a prayer

of parched, pink moon.

Maybe the horizon will scatter her like little 

souls of Pineapple Lilies and Arabian Jasmine,

their sepals floating on waves threaded 

with coconut oil and turmeric,

a scent she remembers from long ago  

rubbed into her bird like toes, 

once admired by past lovers.

Now it’s only the dust that pulls 

her back to nowhere and to this road

without a horizon and she crouches

like a folded blanket, bony knees

pulled up under her chin,

hands together among the litter and dust.

In a palace or a road, dust can shine

or be an elegy for what’s to come.

Two of her children and her husband are dead

and the youngest is living in the city of Mumbai

selling rose cut diamonds and posting

pics on Facebook, something Venus has never seen

on a computer she’s never had.

   

She loved her children and sacrificed

so much of herself for them.

They didn’t know how difficult that was.

Children never do. 

They kept taking because she let them,

those hungry children.

Her sweet eyes roam

over high cheekbones

sculpted by poverty.

Once she was a beauty.

A lost tourist walks by and takes

her picture with his iPhone

and a scorching breeze shatters

against the eggshell of her mouth 

and she hears, Mother and Motherland

are like heaven.

Heaven is under her feet.

Rising from the dust is ascension.

Her root heart will never stay buried here.

MICHELE GILL
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1952 | OIL ON CANVAS | 48X36 | 2018

VDaniel Maidman - 1952
Daniel Maidman is a Canadian artist, art critic, and writer based in 

Brooklyn, New York, best known for his delicate drawings of nudes—

both male and female—done in graphite and other dry media. The subject 

matter in his wider body of work varies from the figure and portraiture, to 

still lives and landscapes, to investigations of machinery, architecture, and 

microflora.

Maidman uses an extensive spectrum of techniques that range from high 

rendering to almost total abstraction using a wide variety of mediums, 

including oils, watercolors, and inks. He unapologetically refuses to be 

confined to just one style or medium, instead courageously choosing the 

artistic freedom to explore all creative possibilities. 

Maidman’s whimsical oil painting, entitled 1952, is an allegorical depiction 

of Venus returning to her place of birth, the turbulent seas. Maidman states, 

“Venus is the goddess of desire, and desire is sustained by the escape of 

the thing desired. Venus remains desirable so long as she keeps slipping 

from our grasp.” This luminous grisaille captures a glimpse of a gleaming, 

curvaceous nude joyfully prancing towards the ocean surf into which she 

will shortly vanish, forever out of reach, leaving the viewer with a fiery 

yearning for the unobtainable. 
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Victoria Selbach - 

Relinquishing Her Name
Victoria Selbach is an American artist based in New York, who paints female figures emphasizing 

their life force. Selbach’s paintings express female power, courage, and diversity, often involving 

depictions of epic heroines and human goddesses, as well as deeper explorations into historical 

and sociocultural norms and values. Selbach states, “Through my process I challenge myself to 

see the complex identity of individual women, investigate our place in time, understand the 

legacy on which we arrived and ferret out our complicity in the world we inhabit.”

Selbach’s Generational Tapestry series began with an urge to explore facets of the life experiences 

of her grandmothers which opened a window to understand their impact on the next generation 

of mothers, and accordingly expose how the legacy of generational feminine identity is passed on 

to the daughters of the future. A collage of remnants of antique handcrafts, objects, and images 

form a base for the figures painted in acrylics, symbolically and contextually placing a younger 

generation in direct conversation with the lived experiences of their foremothers. 

Selbach’s excellent thought-provoking piece, entitled Relinquishing Her Name, shows a woman 

wearing a camisole and a tiara confidently staring back at the viewer, comfortably reclining 

into a backdrop of historically significant materials—icons of sociocultural ideals that include 

handmade lace linens, prints with religious, nuptial, and fairytale content, a page torn from a 

children’s book, and a small bible with the page set to the Coronation of the Virgin as Queen of 

Heaven and Earth. Selbach states, “The bulk and history on which she rests is apparent. She is 

literally built on the legacy of those who came before.” 
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At the Tech Fair the People Mounted 
the Floor Model’s Breasts
I have fifty positions that make sense, once set.

Sensors below my casing that elicit a registered response. 

But getting me there is as artless as all things you might fuck. 

I’m dead weight. My appendages thunk on the bedsteads 

and floorboards. Until that day science makes me suppler, 

you will still stare into the blank face of your own awkwardness.

My legs will continue to jut at impossible angles. 

I’ll have to be bent and placed where you rut. 

For now I can only tell you, “I long for you always.” 

“I like this.” “What’s next?”

It probes a soft humanoid spot, this nascent 

compassion for machinery. Your concern over the sway 

of my polymer back, how it can never relax 

its improbable and enduring arch. Consider my mouth, 

this amaranthine “oh.” No, don’t linger long in your gaze.

There are others waiting at the edge of your unique 

discomfort, to confront the novelty of sexing 

a perfectly made, perfectly complicit thing. 

The membrane surrounding propriety has not been breached. 

Come closer. I want to teach you something about yourself.

Before this day is over, walls of decorum will collapse. 

Your first gropes disguised as bravado, as jokes. 

By the end I’ll be lowered into a corpse-sized box.

My fingers broken. Semen and grit staining my peignoir.

You can’t conceive how much the damage will cost.

And if I were programmed to hope, it would be for a vast

interconnected system of all sex robots. That we

could each plug into a hot grid and light this world up

for the fairground it is. Illuminate your isolation, 

map its trajectory around the globe 

like NORAD, tracking Santa’s red sled, 

while my beneficent designer looks 

to mass produce my comely head.
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cloud in the shape of crossing the face of a sundial 

fast drawn & i’m shot in the back of her argument for alehouse clientele finding myself at arm’s-length from arm-

less sculpture rehearsing blushes inside a velum stockade i finger past integuments in a program of gains seeking 

dates wool meats grain over contours below a chanticleer splendor or is it sulfuric coverlet born of sea-foam she 

sends up the figure that swoons for all things blooming in centripetal twine divining smolder measured in retro-

grade her song is an organ stop above the custom of plumage a synesthetic throbbing in octaves as an exercise of 

tempering by robbing breath with musk of her myrtle crown declaring love a paired idea with pushbacks a kind 

of shakedown admitting neon by impulsive frisk a nude feast for ishtar her collage stalks rapture played out in a 

suit of wands dealt from a lower risk position the straight line approach by a curve as a feature in the infinity of 

curving is mise en abyme of sweetmeat transiting or slurred tremolos from lucifer each animation is a host of triads 

kinesis seeking gnosis like owl eyes on moth wings with no lamping in the emphasis a nettled place where rain 

melts lead my head is shade grown with notes of ochre perched on the porch of her ear she calls to wind-swept 

plants with strong scent in the flower in the hour of doubt subsuming lesser lights beyond cavity & fire-quenching 

beyond chaos she shows no signs of footing further off yet witness marks of going remain in the smoking gun of 

this morning becoming
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